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DEFORMATIONS OF REAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS AND

THE NATURAL STRATIFICATION OF THE SPACE

OF REAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

TAKUO FUKUDA

O Introduction.

Let A be a real analytic set, M be a compact real analytic manifold
and f: A x M —• R be a real analytic function. Then we have a family
of real analytic functions fa, a e A, on M defined by /α(X) = f(a, x).

Two functions fa and fb are said to be topologically equivalent if
there exist homeomorphisms hx of M and h2 of R such that h2ofa = fbohx.

The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following

THEOREM 1. There is a Whitney stratification of A satisfying the
following properties:

( i ) Each stratum is a smooth subanalytίc subset of A. (For the
subanalycity, see §3.)

(ii) For any two points a and b belonging to the same stratum,
the corresponding functions fa and fb are topologically equivalent.

COMMENT 1. By Theorem 1, we can see that any analytic defor-
mation of a real analytic function on M contains locally only a finite
number of topological types of functions: An analytic deformation of
an analytic function g: M —• R is an analytic function f:UχM—>R,U
being an open set of Rn, or the family {/α}, a e U, of real analytic func-
tions on M defined by /α(#) = f(a, x) such that f0 = g where o is the origin
of Rn. Then the above statement means that there is a neighborhood
U(o) of o in U such that the number of the topological equivalence classes
of functions fa9 a e U(o), is finite. This property holds even for defor-
mations of a function of infinite codimension. This is a special phenom-
ena for analytic deformations. In fact, it is known that there is a
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smooth deformation of a smooth function which contains infinitely many
topological types of functions.

COMMENT 2. Let Cω(M) denote the space of real analytic functions
on a real analytic manifold M. The topological equivalence relation
defined above gives a partition of Cω(M) into the topological equivalence
classes of functions. Let's call provisionally in this paper this partition
the natural stratification of Cω(M).

Of cause, the natural stratification of Cω(M) is not a stratification in
the sense of Cerf [2], for instance the local finiteness fails. Neverthe-
less, our Theorem 1 gives us a peep of a good and neat structure of
this natural stratification: A mapping F: A -* C(M) of an analytic set
A into Cω(M) is also called an analytic deformation if the corresponding
function f:AχM—>R, defined by f(a, x) — F(a)(x), is real analytic.
By Theorem 1, for any analytic deformation F: A —> Cω(M), the partition
of A into subsets induced by F from the natural stratification is itself a
Whitney stratification or it has a subdivision which is a Whitney strati-
fication of A. Equivalently, for any analytic deformation F, the section
F(A) ( c Cω{M)) has a Whitney stratification which is a subdivision of the
natural stratification. That is to say, so far as we peep through the
analytic deformations, the natural stratification of Cω(M) has a structure
of Whitney stratification.

The main tools for the proof of the Theorem 1 are the notion of
subanalytic subsets obtained by H. Hironaka [3], Thorn's second isotopy
lemma, a good stratification of holomorphic functions given by Le-Pham
[4] and a stratification of proper real analytic mappings:

THEOREM 2. A proper real analytic mapping is a stratified map.

Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Thorn's second isotopy
lemma and the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let A,M and f be as in Theorem 1. Let F: A x M
-> A x R be the map defined by F(α, x) = {a, f(a, x)). Then there exists a
Whitney stratification S(A) of A such that each stratum is subanalytic and
such that for any stratum Z of S(A), the restricted map F\Z x M: Z x
M-+Z x R is a Thorn mapping over the projection π: Z X R —> Z.
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REAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 141

1. Whitney stratification*

In which we introduce the notion of stratifications which is due to
H. Whitney [7]. Here we collect only the definitions and some properties
which we need. For the proof of these properties and more details, we
are referred to R. Thorn [6] and J. Mather [5].

Let Z and Y be differentiate submanifolds of Rn. Let y be a point
of Y and let r = dim Z. In what follows, TP(M) denotes the tangent
space to a manifold M at point p of M.

DEFINITION 1.1. We say that the pair (Z, Y) satisfies condition (a)
at y e Y if the following holds: Given any sequence Xt of points in X
such that Xi->y and the tangent space TXi(X) converges to some r-plane
τ, we have Ty(Y) c τ.

Here and in what follows "convergence" means convergence in the
standard topology on the Grassmannian manifold of r-planes in Rn.

For any two distinct points x, y e Rn, the secant xy denotes the line
in Rn which is parallel to the line joining x and y and passes through
the origin.

Let Xy Y be smooth submanifolds of Rn. Let y e Y. Let r = dim X.

DEFINITION 1.2. We say that the pair (X, Y) satisfies condition (δ)
at y if the following holds. Given any sequences xt of points in X and
yt of points in Y such that xt Φ yi9 Xt-*y and yι~>y and such that
TXi(X) converges to some r-plane τ and the secants x^ converge to some
line i c Rn, we have £ c τ.

We say the pair (Z, Y) satisfies condition (a) (resp. (6)) if it satisfies
condition (a) (resp. (&)) at every point of Y.

Remark (Mather [3]). If (Z, Y) satisfies condition (6) at y, then it

satisfies condition (a) at y.

DEFINITION 1.3. A W-complex is a set S = {ZJ of connected smooth
manifolds in Rn, called strata of S, satisfying the following conditions:

( i ) The strata Xa are pair-wise disjoint.
(ii) (Z, Y) satisfies condition (6) for any pair (Z, Y) of strata of

S = {ZJ.
(iii) The family S = {ZJ is locally finite: each point of Rn has a

neighborhood which meets at most finitely many strata.

(iv) If XaΠXβΦ 0, then Xa D Xβ.
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DEFINITION 1.4. A stratified set is a subset E of Rn with a PF-com-
plex S(E) = {ZJ such that # = Lλ ^« We call S(J£) a Whitney strati-
fication of E.

NOTATION. Let X, Y be two strata of S(E) with Y ΠXΦ0. Then
by the condition (iv) in Definition 1.3, we have Γ c l - I . We repre-
sent this situation by the symbol Y < X and we say Y is incident to X.

2. Stratified mappings and Thorn's isotopy lemma.

Let E c Rn and F c i?m.

DEFINITION 2.1. We say that a continuous mapping f:E->F is a
W-morphism or a stratified mapping if there exist stratifications £(£*)
of £7 and S(F) of ί1 and the following conditions hold:

( i ) / i s extendable to a differentiable mapping of a neighborhood
of E into /?m.

(ii) For any stratum X of SCE*), the image f(X) is contained in a
stratum Y of S(F) and the restricted mapping /1X: X—• Y is a submersion.

A W-morphism / : £7 —> F will be said to be exact if for any stratum
X of £(£/), f{X) is a stratum of S(F).

Remark. A proper PF-morphism is an exact W-morphism. (See
Mather's existence theorem for tubular neighborhoods [5].)

PROPOSITION 2.2 (Thorn's first isotopy lemma). // f:E->F is a
proper stratified mapping, then for each stratum Y of S(F), the restricted
mapping f \ f~\Y): f~\Y) -> Y is a locally trivial fibre bundle.

For the proof, see Mather [5] or Thorn [6].

DEFINITION 2.3 (Thorn's condition af). Let X and Y be smooth sub-
manifolds of Rn and let JVbea smooth manifold. Let f:U-*N be a
differentiable mapping defined on a neighborhood U of X U Y in Rn.
Suppose that /1X and /1 Y are of constant rank. Then we say the pair
(X, Y) satisfies condition af at a point y e Y if the following holds: Given
any sequence xt of points in X converging to y such that the sequence
of planes ker (/1 X)Xi converges to a plane τ in the appropriate Grassman-
nian manifold, we have

k e r ( / | Y ) y C r ,
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where ker(f\X)x denotes the kernel of the differential

(df\X)x:Tx(X) >Tf(x)(N)

of f\X:X-+N.

We say that the pair (X, Y) satisfies condition af if it satisfies con-
dition af at every point of Y.

DEFINITION 2.4 (Thorn mapping). Let f:E-+F and g:F->V be
stratified mappings. Suppose that V is a connected smooth manifold
and it is considered as a stratified set with its trivial stratification S(V)
= {V}. Then we say that f is a Thorn mapping over g if for each point
p of V and any pair (X, Y) of strata of S(E), the pair (X Π (gof)~ι(p),
Y Π (g°f)~ι(p)) satisfies condition af.

Let f:E—>F be a Thorn mapping over g: F —> V. For a point p
of 7, set # p = (gof)-\p) and F p = flΓ1^).

PROPOSITION 2.5 (Thorn's second isotopy lemma). Let f:E->F be
a proper Thorn mapping over a proper stratified mapping g:F-+V. Then
for any two points p and q of V, the restricted mappings f\Ep:Ep->Fp

and f\Eq: Eq-> Fq are of same topological type: there exist homeomor-
phίsms hii Ep-+ Eq and h2: Fp^> Fq such that the following diagram
commutes:

For the proof of this proposition, see Mather [5].

3. Subanalytic subsets.

In which we introduce the notion of "subanalycity" that is due to
H. Hironaka [3]. All the properties are stated without proof. For the
proof, more details or examples, see [3].

DEFINITION 3.1. Let Ω be an open set in Rn. An analytic set A c Ω
is a set such that for any point a of Ω, there is a neighborhood U of
a in Ω and analytic functions f19 fk in U such that
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A Π U = {x e υ\fx{x) = • = fk{x) = 0} .

DEFINITION 3.2 {Analytic mappings). Let Aί9 i = l,2, be analytic
sets in open sets Ωt c Rnί. A continuous mapping / : Ax —> A2 is said to
be analytic at a point a e Aλ if there exist a neighborhood U of α in βj and
an analytic mapping F: U —> R712 with

F\AX fl C7 = jT|-Ax Π V .

Aw analytic mapping is a continuous mapping of an analytic set Ax

into another analytic set which is analytic at every point of Aλ.

DEFINITION 3.3 {Subanalytic subsets). Let Z c f l be an analytic
subset of an open set in Rn. A subanalytic subset A c X is a set such
that for any point a of X there exist an open neighborhood U of a in
X and a finite system of analytic sets Y€J and proper real analytic mapp-
ings fij: Yij —> X, 1 ^ i ^ p and j = 1,2, such that

An u = \j(pil(Yίl)-fi2(Yi2)).
i = l

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A,B be subanalytic subsets of an analytic set
X. Then so are A U B, AΠB and A — B.

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f:X->Y be a proper real-analytic mapping.
( i ) If B is a subanalytic subset of Y, then so is f~\B) in X.
(ii) If A is a subanalytic subset of X, then so is f(A) in Y.

DEFINITION 3.6. Let A be a subanalytic subset of X c Ω c Rn. A
point aeA is called a regular point of A of dimension k if there is a
neighborhood U of a, U c Ω, such that A Π U is an analytic submanifold
of dimension k of U. A point a e A is called singular if it is not regular.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A be a subanalytic subset of an analytic set
X. Then we have:

( i ) The closure A of A in X is subanalytic in X.
(ii) Every connected component of A is subanalytίc in X and A has

locally finite connectedness in X, i.e., every point of X has a neighbor-
hood which meets only a finite number of connected components of A.

(iii) The set of singular points of A is subanalytic in X. The set
of regular points of A of dimension p is subanalytic in X.

(iv) Regular points are dense in A.
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DEFINITION 3.8. Thanks to Proposition 3.7 (iv), we can define, as

usually, the local dimension of a subanalytic set A at a point aeA. And

so we can define the dimension of A as the max of the local dimensions

of A.

NOTATION 3.9. Let X and Y be real analytic submanifolds of Rn.

Sb(X, Y) will denote the set of points yeY such that the pair (X, Y)

does not satisfy condition (b) at y.

PROPOSITION 3.10. Let X and Y be real analytic submanifolds of Rn.

Assume that X Π Y = 0 and X D Y and that X and Y are both sub-

analytic in an open set of Rn. Then there exists a subanalytic subset

B of Y such that

( i ) B is closed in Y and dim B < dim Y.

(ii) B D S 6 ( Z , Y ) .

4. Stratification of a subanalytic subset.

In which we give a proof of Hironaka's following theorem:

PROPOSITION 4.1 (Hironaka [3]). Let A be a subanalytic subset of

an analytic set X c Ω c Rn. Then A admits a Whitney stratification

whose strate are subanalytic in X.

DEFINITION 4.2. We say that a PF-complex S = {Ya} in Rn is com-

patible with a submanifold X of Rn if for any stratum Y of S we have

Sb(X,Y) = 0.

It is clear that in order to prove Proposition 4.1, it is sufficient to

prove the following:

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A be a subanalytic subset of an analytic set

X c Ω c Rn. Let X19 , Xk be submanifolds of Rn which are subanalytic

in X. Assume that A Π Xt = 0 for each i. Then A admits a Whitney

stratification which is compatible with Xu , Xk and such that each

stratum is subanalytic in X.

Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on dimension of A.

If dim A = 0, then the proposition is evident. So we assume the propo-

sition holds for every subanalytic set A with dim A < m and we shall

prove it for a subanalytic set A with dim A = m.
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Let Asp denote the set of the regular points of A of dimension m.
Then by Proposition 3.7, Asp and A — Asp are both subanalytic in X and
we have dim (A — Asp) < dim A = m. Since Asp is subanalytic in X and
a submanifold of Rn and since Asp Π Xt c A Π Xt = 0, there exists, by
Proposition 3.10, a subanalytic subset £> of Asp such that

( i ) B is closed is Asp and dimB < dim Asp = m.
(ii) β 13 Sb(Xί9 Asp) for each i = 1, , k.
Set C = B U (A - A,p), A0 = Asp - C and set S(A°) = the set of the

connected components of A0. By Proposition 3.7 (ii), S(A°) is locally
finite in Ω, hence S(A°) is a PΓ-complex which is compatible with X19 ,
Zfc and such that every stratum is subanalytic in X and disjoint with C.

Since dim C < m, by the hypothesis of our induction, C admits a
Whitney stratification S(C) which is compatible with X19 > ,Xk and with
all of strata of S(A°).

Thus we have a Whitney stratification S(A) = S(A°) U S(C) that is
wanted. Q.E.D.

5. Stratification of a proper real analytic mapping

In which we prove the following:

THEOREM 5.1. Let f:X—*Y be a proper real analytic mapping of
a real analytic set X into another one Y. Let A a X and B c Y be
subanalytic subsets. Suppose that /(A) c B. Then f\A: A—+B is a stratified
mapping with stratifications S(A) of A and S(B) of B such tfiat any
stratum of S(A) (resp. of S(B)) is subanalytic in X (resp. in Y).

DEFINITION 5.2. Let AcRn and B c Rm and let X (resp. Y) be a
submanifolds of Rn (resp. of Rm). Let / : A—> B be a stratified mapping
with stratifications S(A) of A and S(B) of B. Then we say that the
stratified mapping f:A-+B is compatible with X (resp. with Y) if so
is S(A) (resp. S(B)).

Theorem 5.1 is an immediate consequence of the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let f:X-+Y and A a X <zRn, B c Y c r be
as in Theorem 5.1. Let X19 ,Xk (resp. Yl9 , Y£) be submanifolds of
Rn {resp. of Rm) which are subanalytic in X (resp. in Y). Assume that
A Π Xt = B ΠYj = 0 /or eαcfr i cmeZ /. Tfeen there exist Whitney strati-
fications S(A) of A and S(B) of B such that
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( i ) f\A: A-* B is a stratified mapping compatible with X19 , Xk

and Yu , Yt.

(ii) The strata of S(A) (resp. of S(B)) are subanalytic in X (resp. in

Y).

To prove the proposition, we need

LEMMA 5.4 (Bertini-Sard-Hironaka). Let f:X-+Y be a proper real
analytic map, where both X and Y are smooth. Then there exist a subset
S of Y such that

( i ) S is closed and subanalytic in Y and dim S < dim Y.
(ii) for every connected component U of Y — S, either f~ι(U) = 0

or f induces a submersion from f~\U) to U.

For the proof see [3].

Proof of Proposition 5.3. We prove the proposition by induction on
dim B. The verification for the case dim B = 0 is immediate from
Proposition 4.3. So we assume that the proposition holds for subanalytic
sets having dimension < p and we shall prove it for a subanalytic set
B of dimension p.

Let Bsp denote the set of the regular points of B of dimension p.
By Proposition 3.10, there is a closed subanalytic subset Bx of Bsp such
that dim Bλ < dim Bsp and Bλ z> Sb(Yj9 Bsp) for each j = 1, , L Set BQ

= Bsp — Bλ and Ao = A Π f~\Bsp). Then Ao is subanalytic in X and so
is Bo in F. By Proposition 4.3, Ao admits a Whitney stratification S(A0)
which is compatible with X19 , Xk and such that each stratum is sub-
analytic in X.

Now for each stratum W of S(A0), consider the restricted map
f \ W : W — B o a n d s e t Σw = { x e W \ t h e r a n k o f f \ W a t x < d i m B s p = P}.
Then 2V is subanalytic in X. Since S(A0) is locally finite, Σ = (J 2V
is subanalytic in X and closed in Ao.

Then f{Σ) and its closure f(Σ) are subanalytic in Y and dim f(Σ)
< dim B. Set #0 0 = £ 0 -"~JζΣ) and A00 = AΠ f~\BJ. Set

>S(S00) = the set of the connected component of Z?
Oo

With these stratifications £(A00) and S(B00), f:A00-+ BQ0 is a stratified
mapping which is compatible with Xlf -9Xk and Yί9 , Ŷ .

β — Soo is closed in B and dim (B — J?oo) < dim B ~ p. So by the
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hypothesis of our induction, there exist stratifications S(B — B0Q) and

S(A — Aoo) with which / : A — Aoo —> (B: Boo) is a stratified mapping such

that it is compatible with X19 ,Xk9 Y19 , Ye and with all strata of

S{AJ and S(BJ.
Thus we have stratifications S(A) = S(AJ U S(A - Aoo) and S(B) =

S(BQ0) U S(B — βOo) which satisfy the conditions in the proposition.

Q.E.D.

6. Lemmas for condition af.

Let / : U -> 2?m be a real analytic mapping of an open set Z7 i?w into

Rm, and let X, Y be smooth subanalytic submanifolds of U (i.e. smooth

submanifolds which are subanalytic in U). We denote by S(f\X) the

set of points x of X at which the r a n k d ( / | Z ) ^ < maxy e x

NOTATION. In the above situation, let Sa(f: X, Y) denote the set of

points y of (Y - S(f\Y)) Γ) (X - S(f\X)) at which the pair ((X - S(f\X)),

{Y — S{f\Y))) does not satisfy the condition as. (For the condition af9

see Definition 2.3.)

PROPOSITION 6.1.

( i ) S(f\X) is subanalytic in U.
(ii) Sa(f:X,Y) is subanalytic in U.

This proposition can be proved in a similar way to that of whitney

[7] where he proved that Sb(X, Y) is an analytic set for analytic mani-

folds X and Y.

LEMMA 6.2 (A good stratification of analytic functions by F. Pham

D. T. Le [4]). Let be a real analytic function defined on an open set U

in Rn. Let Y c l c U be smooth subanalytic submanifolds of C7. Sup-

pose that X is open in U and the restriction f\Y is a locally constant

function. Then we have

dimSa(f:X,Y) < dim Y .

For the proof of Lemma 6.2, see [4]. In [4], this lemma is proved

in complex analytic case. However we can easily modify this proof to

the real analytic case using the method of complexification of real ana-

lytic sets. (For the complexification of real analytic sets, see for instance

[1].)
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From now on, we concern with the situation of Theorem 3: A is
an analytic set, M is a compact real analytic manifold, / : A x M —> R
is an analytic function, F:AχM->AχR is the mapping defined by
F(α, x) = (α,/(α, #)) and p: A x M-+A and π: A x /?-» A are the canon-
ical projections.

Let Z be a smooth subanalytic subset of A and let -X" be a subana-
lytic submanifold of Z x M such that the restricted function

Xnp-\z) >R

is a locally constant function for each point z of Z. Then we set

Sβ(f: Z x M,X) = U Sβ(/: z x M,X Π (z x M)) .
zez

LEMMA 6.3. Sβ(f:Z x M,X) is a subanalytic subset of X having
dimension < dim X.

Proof. The subanalycity of Sβ(f: Z x M,X) can be proved in a
similar way to Proposition 6.1, (ii). The inequality of the dimensions
follows from the definition of Sβ(f:Z x M,X) and Lemma 6.2. Q.E.D.

7.

We prepare in this section the final lemma for the proof of
Theorem 3.

LEMMA 7.1. Let the notations be the same as in Lemma 6.3. Sup-
pose that the restricted function f\aχM:aχM-*R is not locally con-
stant for each aeA. Then there exists a Whitney stratification S(A) of
A whose strate are all subanalytic in A and such that for each stratum
Z of S(A) there exist Whitney stratifications S(Z X M) of Z x M and
S(Z x R) of Z x R whose strata are all subanalytic and which satisfy the
following conditions:

( i ) F\ZχM:ZχM->ZχR and the projection π: Z X R->Z are
stratified mappings, Z being a stratified set with its trivial stratification.

(ii) Sβ(f: Z x M,X) is well defined and — 0 for any pair of strata
Z of S(A) and X of S(Z x M) with dimZ < dim(Z x M).

(iii) // dimF(Z) = dim(Z x R) for a stratum X of S(Z x M), then
dimZ = dim (Z x M).

Proof. We prove the lemma by constructing a sequence
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Co c C1 c c Cn = A , n = dim A ,

of subanalytic subsets of A satisfying the following conditions (iv)-(viii):

(iv) dim Ci ^ i and Ci_λ is closed in d.

(v) Cί — Ci_x are subanalytic submanifolds and Sb(Cj — Cj_lf Ci —

d_x) = 0 if y > i.

(vi) There exist Whitney stratifications S((Pt — C;_χ) x M) of (C< —

d-d X ^ a n d S((C< — C^O x R) of (Ci — Ci_τ) x 2? whose strata are all

subanalytic and with which the restricted mapping F: (Ci — C*_χ) χ I - >

(Ci — C^x) X R and π: (Ct — Ĉ _χ) X R-+Ci — Ci_x are stratified mappings,

where C< — C^x is considered as a stratified set with its trivial stratifi-

cation consisting of the connected components.

(vii) Sβ(f: (Ci — C*_χ) x M, X) is well-defined and = 0 for each stra-

tum X of S((Ci - Ci_x) x M) of dimension < dim (Ct - d-0 X M.

(viii) If άimF(X) = dim (C, - C^x) x R for a stratum X of StfC* -

C .̂x) x M), then we have d imZ = dim(C^ — d_d X M.

We construct such a sequence C£ by descending induction on the

dimension of C<. We begin the induction setting Cn — A, where w =

dim A. Supposing we have already constructed Ct, we are going to con-

struct such a C*_χ.

If dim Ci < i, then we set Ci_λ = C< and this ends the step of the

induction. So we suppose dim Ct = i.

Set

(d)sp = the set of all regular points of Ct having dimension i.

i2* = the set of all regular values of the mapping

F:C* χM->CfxR.

Then, since fa is not locally constant for any ae A, 72* is a non-

empty open subset of Cf x R and Cf = TΓCR*). And the restricted map

F: F~\R*)—> R* is a stratified mapping with their trivial stratifications

S(F'\R*)) and SCR*) consisting of the connected components of F~\R*)

and of i?* respectively.

For any subanalytic submanifold Y of π(R*) X M - F~ι(R*) = Cf x

M — F~KR*) and for any point a of Cf, the restricted function

f\YΠ p'Ka) = f\Y Π(aχ M) is a locally constant function, where p: A
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X M -> A is the canonical projection. Hence, by Lemma 6.3, the set
Sβ(f: Cf X M, Γ) is well-defined for such a manifold Y and it is a sub-
analytic subset of Y having dimension < dim Y.

Therefore, with a similar argument to Proposition 5.3, we see that
there exist Whitney stratifications S(Cf X M — F'\R*)) of Cf x M -
F-\R*) and S(Cf X R - R*) of Cf X R - #* whose strata are all sub-
analytic, which are both compatible with all strata of S(F~\R*)) and of
S(#*) and which satisfy the following conditions (ix) and (x):

(ix) F:(Cf xM - F" 1^*)) -* Cf X R - #* is a stratified mapping:
(x) Sβ(f: Cf x M, Y) = 0 for any stratum Y of S(Cf xM- F~\R*)).
For each stratum X of S(C? x R - #*) we denote by Σz the set of

all critical points of the restricted mapping π\X:X—>Cf. Set

Ci_, = the closure of the set (C* - Cf) U (J ττ(^χ) >

where X rans over all strata of S(Cf X R — i?*). Then Ci_λ is a closed
subanalytic subset of C< having dimension < i.

We denote by S((Ci - ^ . 0 X M) the set of all connected components
of X - p'KCi-i) where X runs over all strata of SίF'KR*)) U S(Cf x M
— F~\R*)), by S((Ci — Ci^i) X R) the set of all connected components of
Y - π'KCt^), where Y runs over all strata of £(#*) U S(Cf x R - R*)
and we denote by S(Q — Ct^) the set of all connected components of

It is easy to check that the sets {Ck}, k ;> i — 1, and the stratifica-
tions thus obtained satisfy the conditions (iv)-(viii). Q.E.D.

8. Proof of Theorem 3.

Let the notations be as in Theorem 3: f: A x M —>R is a real an-
alytic function, A being a real analytic set and M being a compact real
analytic manifold. F:AχM->AχR is the map defined by F(α, x) =
(α,f(α,x)).

p: A X M > A and π: A x R > A

are the canonical projections.
Let C be the set of points αeA such that the restricted function

f\α x M: α x M^R is a locally constant function. Then C is a closed
subanalytic subset.

Then by Lemma 7.1, there exists a Whitney stratification S(A — C)
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of A — C satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 7.1. Now, we
prove that for each stratum Z of S(A — C), the restricted map F: Z x
M->Z X R is a Thom-mapping over π: Z x R-* Z.

Let Z be a given stratum of S(A — C) and let X and Y be strata
of S(Z x M) with F{X) < F(Y). (For the symbol F(X) < F(Y), see the
notation given at the end of § 1.) Since dimZ x R ^ dimF(Z) > dimF(Y)
;> dimZ, by the condition (iii) in Lemma 7.1, X is an open set of Z x M
and hence, by the condition (ii), Sβ(f:X,Y) is well defined and —0.
Hence for each point a e Z, Sa(f: X Π y-\a), Y Π v-\a)) = 0. Therefore
F:ZχM—>ZχR is a Thom-mapping over π: Z x R-+ Z.

Since C is a closed subanalytic subset of A, by Proposition 4.3, there
is a Whitney stratification S(C) of C compatible with all strata of
S(A — C). Since the restricted function f\aχM:aχM—>R is a locally
constant function for each aeC, for each stratum Z of S(C), F: Z x M
->Z x R is a Thom-mapping over π: Z χR->Z. Set S(A) = S(A — C)
U iS(C) and S(A) is what we want. Q.E.D.
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